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Partnering up

Clients will increasingly turn to lawyers 
who can put litigation advice in the 
context of their commercial realities.
Despite the rise of alternative legal service providers and the growing impact of technology 
on the disputes world, it is striking that GCs still overwhelmingly highlight the need for 
outside counsel with strong commercial instincts and a polished approach to service. 
More than 20 years since major law firms started marketing on supposedly client-centric 
approaches, GCs still want external advisers that can understand their commercial realities 
and frame legal services as pragmatic business counsel that cut to the heart of the issue.

While clients feel that law firms have made considerable strides in fostering a service culture, 
there remains considerable demand for firms to build on this foundation, rather than to forge 
substantially different service lines or new ways of billing. Most plcs, for example, remain 
reticent on success fees or other modes of risk-sharing in a disputes context. Law firm 
traditionalists should note, however, that GCs are more open to packaging of services if it is 
positioned as the type of ongoing partnering arrangement that they associate with the Big 
Four accountants or large consultancies.

Such services, which will be enabled by the continued and inevitable rise of legal tech, also 
have to marry with strong operational or business needs. Risk management services and 
more sophisticated horizon-scanning are identified by GCs as opportunities their law firms 
should consider. “I see the law firms becoming less pure advisers and more consultants in 
their approach,” reflects Claire Chapman, legal chief at Capita. “We’ve said for years, ‘The 
PwCs and Accentures all break down the work model and what it costs at each phase,’ and 
lawyers have been slower to do that. In the litigation context, you absolutely need it. That’s 
what I really want to see.”

HFW partner Peter Murphy sees this becoming a major factor within the industry over 
the next decade. “The days of lawyers just providing legal advice are done. If firms haven’t 
adapted, they should have a long time ago. It’s the solutions to problems. It needs to be short, 
punchy and not just on the legal merits – it’s the plan forward. It is: ‘Where are we going to 
end up with this?’”

The future of disputes
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HFW has one of the most active disputes practices in the market, covering litigation, 
international arbitration and alternative forms of dispute resolution.

We have more than 350 specialist disputes lawyers across the Americas, Europe, the 
Middle East and Asia-Pacific, handling high-value, complex, multi-party and multi-
jurisdictional disputes, including fraud and asset recovery, insolvency, class actions, and 
enforcement actions.

Our expert lawyers frequently litigate on behalf of clients in counts around the world.
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